New reliable Raman collection system using the wide area illumination (WAI) scheme combined with the synchronous intensity correction standard for the analysis of pharmaceutical tablets.
A novel and reliable Raman collection system for the non-destructive analysis of pharmaceutical tablets has been proposed. The main idea was to develop and utilize the wide area illumination (WAI) scheme for Raman collection to cover a large surface area (coverage area: 28.3mm2) of solid tablet to dramatically improve the reliability in sample representation and the reproducibility of sampling due to less sensitivity of sample placement with regard to the focal plane. Simultaneously, the effective and synchronous standard configuration using isobutyric anhydride was harmonized with the WAI scheme to correct the problematic variation of Raman intensity from the change of laser power. To verify the quantitative performance of the proposed scheme, the compositional analysis of active ingredient in naproxen tablet has been performed. The average sample composition was successfully represented by using the WAI scheme compared to the conventional scheme with a much smaller illumination area. After the intensity correction using the non-overlapping peak of isobutyric anhydride standard and area normalization, a partial least squares (PLS) model was developed using an optimized spectral range and the concentrations of naproxen in tablets were accurately predicted. The prediction accuracy was not sensitive to changes in laser power or tablet position within +/-2mm. Additionally, the prediction accuracy was repeatable without systematic drift or need for re-calibration.